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Policy2People
Is your organization ready to move from words to action?
Let's return to what matters most... your people.

Diversity and inclusion
training that begins
with you
Build authentic and sustainable
change in your organization's
culture, from the inside.

Format
3-day (21-hour) on-site
training workshop
Full workshop materials
package included
Set-up at designated
locations
Training debrief

What Makes Policy2People Different?
Take diversity and inclusion policies, statements, and principles
from words on a page to measurable actions, behaviours, and
social change. Learn diversity and inclusion initiatives that
generate employee mental wellness, psychological safety in the
workplace, employee retention, and engagement. Implement
development strategies based on a customized approach for
your organization's exclusive journey.
Learn how to reduce the fear and vulnerability experienced
when new and unexpected changes occur. Engage in honest
communication about the value of difference, and uncover the
"unwritten" rules that become barriers to progress. Build skills
that provide long-lasting answers as to why this inclusion
process is the one that works.
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"Decades of social science research
point to a simple truth:
You won't get people on board by
blaming them and shaming them
with rules and re-education"
(Kahneman, D. et al., 2018)

Return On Engagement
Establish inclusive onboarding practices to retain diverse and
innovative top talent.
Learn specific models for incorporating diversity and inclusion
at personal, team, and organizational levels.
Discover communication and connection tactics for interactions
with physical, cognitive, social, and generational differences.
Break down internal barriers to connection and collaboration.
Work through humility, dignity, vulnerability, shame, resiliency,
judgement, trust, and responsibility as a whole.
Practice newly learned techniques to establish long term
processes and lasting return on investment.

Have Your Employees Asking, "What's Next?"
Policy2People focuses on diversity and inclusion internally within
your organization. The external focus on diversity and inclusion
occurs in our SenseABLE Services Training, which is the
recommended next step to take. SenseABLE Services is a 3-day
(21-hour) Corporate Training, that prepares your team to use the
newly learned diversity and inclusion tools and strategies as
resources to now improve your client experience.
Please contact bookings@amped-training.com for costing, available funding
(such as the Canada-Provincial Job Grants), and available booking.
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